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if the proposed action will have a significant impact on an endangered or threatened species, the
agency will consult under the endangered species act of 1973, as amended, to develop a biological
opinion that assesses the impact of the proposed action on the species. the biological opinion would
also include reasonable and prudent measures, or alternative actions, that would avoid or minimize
any impacts to listed species. windows server security center helps prevent data loss by providing a
single point of management for security. it provides effective data loss prevention that works across
endpoints, using automated policy and detection logic for, for example, mail retention policies, on-
premises exchange, and the windows file protection mechanisms to help keep data safe and out of

reach for cybercriminals. as a result, windows server security center can prevent data loss by
disabling client devices that don’t meet security criteria. in this chapter, we discuss the various third-

party software products that you can use to secure e-mail traffic, including a spam filter, a virus
scanner, a bandwidth monitor, and a disk monitoring solution. e-mail traffic is protected at the

transport layer by the common use of secure socket layer (ssl) for e-mail transmission. the transport
layer security (tls) protocol is built on top of the ssl protocol to improve encryption and to prevent
data modification during transit. the client configuration process for secure sockets layer (ssl) and

the transport layer security (tls) is in most cases self-explanatory, but each requires its own
configuration settings.
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when you try to access a website or app that
requires logins, the web browser will typically
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display a login box. when you enter your
username and password in the usual format,
the credentials get sent over the network to

the remote web application. the csp shall
monitor their networks to detect and prevent

the use of virtual private networks (vpns),
including monitoring the ip addresses used to
connect to its networks. should the csp detect
suspicious traffic, it shall assess the legitimacy

and security posture of the network in
question. such assessment shall include

consideration of the laws, regulations, and
policies of the country or countries where the
network may be located. the csp shall take

actions that are appropriate and/or necessary
in that country to prevent, restrict, or

terminate vpn access. the csp shall not permit
a network access to the internet that

compromises the integrity, confidentiality,
and/or availability of its network. if the csp
determines that vpns pose a threat, it may

prohibit use of the network by the subscriber.
such determination will be based on factors

including, but not limited to, the nature,
purpose, and scope of vpns and the
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vulnerability of the network to vpns. many
people use global wi-fi networks at public

places such as coffee shops. unfortunately,
these wi-fi networks are easy to hack. many of
the people using these wi-fi networks may not

be aware that the wi-fi network they’re
connected to is vulnerable. the csp shall
monitor the networks it provides for the

purpose of advertising and/or providing paid
services. if the csp detects that its wi-fi

network is or is potentially vulnerable, the csp
shall conduct a risk analysis on the network

and take whatever steps are appropriate
and/or necessary to protect it. if the csp

determines that the network is compromised,
it shall not share that information with the

subscriber. if appropriate, the csp may limit
the capabilities of the access point or access

network. 5ec8ef588b
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